
Basic training that provides competence to 
take care of safety in procurement and 

construction projects.

For those who need extensive basic 
knowledge, but do not do inspections.

Efficient training with all what a layout 
designer needs to know. Lots about 

equipment without forgetting layout 
design. 

For designers and those who are in charge 
of maintenance or installations.

Inspector training complying with 
European technical report TR 17207 about 

required competence for inspectors. 
For those who make annual and 

post-installation inspections or who make 
advanced product or layout designing.

Compact training including essentials 
about technical issues and safety. 

For those who make maintenance and 
operational inspections.
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Safe to Play training and S2P certification are tailored to the needs of 
professionals of playground and recreational sports areas.

Our work tasks vary, so training needs to adapt: We offer trainings 
from one-day maintenance training to 7-day inspector training.

Price list, calendar and
signing to trainings:

www.s2p.fi/en



The textbook and self-study material are 
designed specifically for this training!

“The textbook was excellent for 
self-study.”

Anne, Ii

"Good structure, where questions are 
rst handled in a black-and-white 

manner and then they are applied to 
practical situations."

Training + Self-study + Certificate + Competence’s upkeeping = Safe to Play!

Training’s structure
The complete training includes 7 days and self-study 

material. Training days can be combined to satisfy each 
student’s needs.

Maintenance Training -> Operate Certificate
One day and self-study

For making maintenance and operational inspections.

Layout Design Training -> Design Certificate
Three days and self-study

Training about safety in Layout designs. This training is 
similar to Project level but doesn’t include management.

Basic Education -> Project Certificate
Four days and self-study

Comprehensive training over safety of playgrounds and 
recreational sports areas, but without risk assessment.

Inspecting Training -> Inspect Certificate
Seven days and self-study

Inspector training is Safe to Play's flagship! This is THE 
training which after being launched in 2015 took over the 
whole inspector training field in Finland. Since then it has 
been improved every year and now in 2019 is available for 

international markets.

This broad training covers all basics but extends to the 
future of the playground safety: Risk Assessment.

Interesting, teaches to think safety from 
overall perspective.”

Pirjo, Oulu

Price list, calendar and 
signing to trainings: 
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“Good training, I can recommend to 
hers.”

Sari, KempeleSSaSaSa iririri, ,, KKeKempmpp lelelee

S2P certification
S2P certification is an impartial competency 

assurance system in accordance with ISO 17024 
for those responsible for the safety of 

playgrounds and recreational sports areas.

The exams are divided into different days. For 
example, Inspect level certification includes a 

maintenance level Operate exam on the first day, 
a basic level Project exam on the fourth day, and 
an inspector level Inspect exam on the seventh 

day. This way, no single part of the examination is 
too heavy and is easy to renew in case of failure.

Safe to Play promises to commit to everyone who 
has attended the training. Anyone who doesn’t 

give up will get through the exam! Sometimes it 
requires a review of self-study assignments, 

sometimes just a new exam. The first pass rate of 
the exams is about 80%.

Certification is not just legal proof of a person’s 
competence for their job. It also includes annual 

competency maintenance in the form of an 
update webinar. A certified qualification does not 

expire as long as it is maintained!

FAQ
Is there a practical examination?
Yes, Inspect** is practical but others are only 
written.

Can I renew the exam?
Yes, all you have to do is register for a new exam.

Don't you memorize the exam questions?
No, because there are hundreds of questions in 
the question database, from which an individual 
exam is generated for each examiner according to 
certain rules, each time different.

How long is the certification valid?
As long as the you participate in the annual 
maintenance training.

Is work experience required for certification?
For Inspect** yes. For other levels no. Of course, 
experience may be a requirement for some tasks.

Who is responsible for certification?
The certification is guided by S2P's board.

Can a similar certification be obtained 
elsewhere?
Yes, for example in Sweden (Sereno), England 
(RPII) or Germany (Tüv).
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